Introduction {#s1}
============

Knowledge of basic molecular principles in biology has mainly been gained through intensive studies of relatively few but technically well accessible model systems ranging from prokaryotes to eukaryotes, including the bacterium *Escherichia coli*, the fungus *Saccharomyces cerevisiae*, the insect *Drosophila melanogaster,* the mammal *Mus musculus*, as well as the dicot plant *Arabidopsis thaliana.* However, findings in these model organisms cannot always be generalized to more distantly related species ([@bib90]; [@bib103]). This has led to the development of new model systems, closer to species of economic relevance for humans. For temperate poaceous crops like wheat and barley, the small, fast growing grass *Brachypodium distachyon* has become a promising model organism ([@bib92]; [@bib22]; [@bib127]; [@bib65]; [@bib133]; [@bib52]; [@bib41]). The intrinsic properties of *B. distachyon*, including self-fertility, its short life cycle, a small sequenced diploid genome, and its genetic accessibility, make it highly suitable as a laboratory model plant. Symbiotic and biotrophic interactions of plants with fungi or other microbes can have major impacts on plant development and crop yield ([@bib96]). Therefore, the study of these interactions is important for research-driven pest control. Biotrophic plant pathogens rely on a living host to proliferate and complete their life cycles. To successfully colonize their host plants, these pathogens employ small secreted molecules, termed effectors. By means of these molecules, biotrophic pathogens are able to avoid host recognition, suppress plant defense responses, and redirect the host metabolism for their needs ([@bib36]; [@bib37]; [@bib35]; [@bib34]; [@bib16]). Since most effectors target processes on the host side, the understanding of biotrophy and the molecular study of effectors profits strongly from both, a fully genetically accessible host plant as well as a pathogen that is amenable to genetic manipulation.

Among the facultative biotrophic pathogens, the smut fungus *Ustilago maydis* is a valuable model to study biotrophic interactions ([@bib36]; [@bib21]; [@bib77]; [@bib64]; [@bib20]; [@bib38]). Although *U. maydis* is genetically fully accessible with a small, completely sequenced genome of 20.5 Mb and many molecular tools available, its host plant *Zea mays* is not as suitable as laboratory model organism due to its large size, demanding growth requirements, cross-pollinating nature, elaborate transformation requirements, and complex genome ([@bib77]; [@bib100]; [@bib107]). Accordingly, a more suitable model system where both, plant and pathogen are more accessible is highly desirable. The recent rediscovery that the *U. maydis*-relative *U. bromivora* can infect *Brachypodium* sp. provided the impetus to explore the suitability of the *U. bromivora*-*Brachypodium* system as a novel plant-pathogen model to study biotrophic interactions ([@bib9]).

Here we describe the characterization of this valuable model pathosystem. This encompasses (i) the detailed understanding of the life cycle *of U. bromivora*, (ii) the identification of a sequenced compatible host, (iii) the establishment of transformation systems for both the pathogen and the plant, and (iv) the sequencing and analysis of the fungal genome. Moreover, the observation of a mating type bias present in *U. bromivora* provided first insights into the biology of this pathogen.

Results and Discussion {#s2}
======================

The life cycle of *U. bromivora* and its mating type bias {#s2-1}
---------------------------------------------------------

Descriptive studies on the life cycle and mating behavior of smut fungi have been performed for more than 100 years ([@bib11]; [@bib19]). In all grass smuts (family Ustilaginaceae) studied so far, sexual and pathogenic development are coupled ([@bib13]). Infection mostly occurs at the early seedling stage of the respective host plant. After penetrating the plant, the dikaryotic pathogen grows biotrophically inter- and intracellularly in its host and macroscopic symptoms are usually exclusively limited to the inflorescences ([@bib20]). In these plant organs, fungal proliferation finally occurs after systemic growth and eponymous black teliospores are formed. *U. maydis* is a prominent exception as it induces spore filled galls on all aerial parts of its host ([@bib20]). As described in the early 20^th^ century by Robert Bauch ([@bib12]), *U. bromivora* grows in its host plant after infection at the seedling stage, and only exhibits macroscopic symptoms during inflorescence development by replacing flowers with black teliospore-filled sori ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Teliospores are the diploid resting stage of these fungi and are able to survive harsh environmental conditions. In a humid, favorable environment, spores germinate, undergo meiosis and form a promycelium from which haploid cells are released. The haploid yeast-like cells are non-pathogenic and grow saprophytically ([@bib20]). To elucidate this part of the life cycle of *U. bromivora*, we followed germination of fungal spores by widefield and confocal laser scanning microscopy. Under nutrient-rich conditions, *U. bromivora* spores germinated, formed a promycelium and yeast-like cells were released ([Figure 1A--C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Video 1](#media1){ref-type="other"}). The egg-shaped cells of *U. bromivora*, which are released after germination, show high morphological similarity to the sporidia of the barley-infecting covered smut *Ustilago hordei,* and their morphology differ from the cigar-like shaped haploid cells of *U. maydis* ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). The high morphological similarity between *U. bromivora* and *U. hordei* is in line with phylogenetic analysis based on internal transcribed spacer (ITS) and large subunit (LSU) rDNA sequence comparison, which suggested that *U. bromivora* is more closely related to *U. hordei* than to *U. maydis* ([@bib118]).10.7554/eLife.20522.003Figure 1.The life cycle of *Ustilago bromivora*.*U. bromivora* spores germinate (**A**) and form a promycelium (**B**). Under high nutrient conditions, haploid yeast-like progeny (sporidia) are released and proliferate via budding (**C**). Under low nutrient conditions intratetrad mating occurs between two adjacent cells of a promycelium by formation of a loop-like mating structure that connects both cells (**D**). After plant penetration, fungal filaments grow mainly along the stem without triggering macroscopic symptoms (**E**) until flower development occurs. Upon flowering, macroscopic symptoms are detectable as black, smutted spikelets filled with fungal spores (**F**). Fungal cell walls and nuclei were stained with WGA-Alexa Fluor 488 and DAPI, respectively (**A**--**D**). Plant membranes were stained with FM4-64, fungal hyphae with WGA-Alexa Fluor 488 (**E**). Scale bars: 5 µm (**A**--**D**), 10 µm (**E**, right panel), or 1 cm (**E**, left panel) and (**F**).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.003](10.7554/eLife.20522.003)10.7554/eLife.20522.004Figure 1---figure supplement 1.The morphology of *U. bromivora* sporidia is similar to *U. hordei*, but not to *U. maydis*.*U. bromivora* UB1, *U. hordei* Uh4875-4, and *U. maydis* FB1 were grown in axenic culture to an exponential phase and pictures were acquired by widefield microscopy. Scale bars: 10 µm.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.004](10.7554/eLife.20522.004)Video 1.Spore germination under high nutrient conditions (PD agar).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.005](10.7554/eLife.20522.005)10.7554/eLife.20522.005

During saprophytic growth, daughter cells bud off from the mother cell at the side of the oval tip. For a better visualization of the fungal cells, we employed the chitin stain Wheat Germ Agglutinin (WGA) that is conjugated to Alexa Fluor 488 ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The WGA-Alexa Fluor 488 conjugate distinctively stained the tip of the sporidia indicating cell wall composition differences at the sporidial poles. This could be due to either an uneven chitin distribution or an uneven accessibility of chitin for the stain along the sporidial cell wall ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).

By performing growth analyses we determined the doubling time of *U. bromivora* sporidia. In comparison to *U. maydis* sporidia that exhibit a doubling time of about 2 hr ([@bib117]), *U. bromivora* sporidia grow much slower (doubling time in exponential phase at 21°C: 5 ¾ hr; [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, we observed that the lag-phase of the *U. bromivora* culture could be significantly shortened when *U. bromivora* was kept for 24 hr at 4°C prior to inoculation ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The underlying mechanism for this phenomenon is unclear and awaits further research.10.7554/eLife.20522.006Figure 2.Axenic growth of *U. bromivora*.Growth of *U. bromivora* UB1 was assessed by monitoring cell density spectrophotometrically at λ = 600 nm in liquid PD medium at 21°C in a time course of 96 hr. Growth was compared between axenic cultures inoculated from plate with cold-treated fungal cell material (24 hr at 4°C) or cell material that was kept at 21°C. Experiments were performed in 3 biological replicates. Significance between cell densities of cold-treated and non-treated cells at each time point was calculated by unpaired *t* test. \*\*p\<0.01, \*\*\*p\<0.001, \*\*\*\*p\<0.0001. The doubling time was calculated by taking the slope of a linear regression during exponential phase.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.006](10.7554/eLife.20522.006)

Prior to pathogenic growth, in case of the well-studied smut fungus *U. maydis,* two haploid cells of compatible mating type recognize each other via a pheromone-receptor system on the plant surface, grow towards each other, fuse, and form a dikaryotic filament. This dikaryotic filament represents the pathogenic form of the fungus. It penetrates the leaf cuticle and grows intra- and intercellularly inside the maize plant. After proliferation in the aerial parts of the host, the filaments fragment and, after karyogamy, form diploid spores ([@bib20]; [@bib89]). The molecular regulation of the dimorphic switch is based on the bi-allelic *a* locus encoding the pheromone receptor system and the multiallelic *b* locus coding for a heterodimeric homeodomain transcription factor that controls pathogenic development ([@bib108]; [@bib24]). While *U. maydis* has a tetrapolar mating type system with *a* and *b* loci that segregate during meiosis, these two loci are genetically and physically linked in *U. hordei*, leading to a bipolar mating system with only two mating types, mating type 1 (MAT-1) and mating type 2 (MAT-2) ([@bib7]; [@bib82]). To test for the presence of the mating system described for related smuts we assessed whether *U. bromivora* spores, that are considered to contain the genetic information of both mating partners, harbor known pheromone-receptor alleles. To this end, we employed a diagnostic PCR approach described by [@bib70] using primers that target conserved regions of either the pheromone receptor allele *pra1* or *pra2* -. The PCR analysis revealed amplicons for *pra1* and *pra2* indicating the presence of both mating type alleles ([Figure 3A](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). To subsequently identify haploid *U. bromivora* cells of compatible mating type after spore germination, 225 randomly chosen progeny of 21 spores were tested. Surprisingly, by testing these progeny, we identified only cells of mating type 1 (MAT-1; [Figure 3A,B](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). These findings indicate a mating type bias after spore germination ([Figure 3C](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). This phenomenon of biased strains was previously described in other related fungi where recessive alleles linked to the mating type-locus were found to be causative for the observed biases ([@bib93]; [@bib63]).10.7554/eLife.20522.007Figure 3.Mating type bias of *U. bromivora.*(**A**) Diagnostic PCR on genomic DNA derived from spores and spore progeny to test for mating type 1 (MAT-1) or mating type 2 (MAT-2). To this end, primers targeting a conserved region of pheromone receptor alleles 1 (*pra1*) and 2 (*pra2*), adapted from [@bib70], were used. Sizes of PCR products are indicated with arrow heads. Representative PCR results are shown. (**B**) Quantification of mating type alleles of 225 progeny derived from 21 spores by PCR as described in (**A**). (**C**) Schematic model illustrating the observed mating type bias phenomenon.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.007](10.7554/eLife.20522.007)

Due to the putative haplo-lethal allele, we assumed that haploid MAT-2 cells have only a very short period of time to be rescued by finding and mating with a compatible partner, allowing the subsequent formation of a dikaryotic filament. To observe mating events, spores were germinated on water agar and monitored by light microscopy ([Video 2](#media2){ref-type="other"}, [Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). After spore germination, the cytoplasmic connection to the spore content becomes separated and, in the majority of germination events, only two cells are visible outside the spores. These cells frequently form a cytoplasmic bridge-like mating structure and fuse ([Video 2](#media2){ref-type="other"}, [Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The mating of progeny derived from the same spore is also known as an intratetrad mating event ([@bib3]). Using DAPI staining at this stage, we most commonly observed a diffuse distribution of signal across the two mating cells and, more rarely, a distinct nuclei-like area ([Figure 1D](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast to these mating cells, distinct nuclei-like structures could be visualized with this stain in saprophytically growing cells ([Figure 1C](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The destiny of the other two meiotic products, which, in the majority of observed cases, seemed to stay inside the spore shell, is unclear and awaits further research. The formation of conjugation hyphae that loop directly to neighboring, conjoined cells of the same tetrad could be a necessary result of the mating type bias and ensures an efficient re-entry into the pathogenic stage of the life cycle. At the same time, the haplo-lethal allele that is likely linked to the MAT-2 locus promotes an inbreeding mode of *U. bromivora* with direct consequences on speciation, genome size, and selection on recessive alleles as it has been observed in other organisms ([@bib131]; [@bib44]; [@bib66]).Video 2.Spore germination under low nutrient conditions (water agar).**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.008](10.7554/eLife.20522.008)10.7554/eLife.20522.008

Isolation of a haplo-viable *U. bromivora* MAT-2 strain {#s2-2}
-------------------------------------------------------

Although the observed mating type bias is an interesting biological phenomenon, it is an undermining factor for the use of *U. bromivora* as genetically accessible model system to study biotrophic interactions. It creates a situation where one mating partner can only be maintained in the pathogenic, dikaryotic stage together with its compatible mating type and, as a consequence, it can neither be cultured axenically nor transformed under laboratory conditions. Depending on the physical distance of the MAT-2 locus to the haplo-lethal allele that causes the mating type bias, homologous recombination can lead to an uncoupling and the formation of a haplo-viable MAT-2 strain. Therefore, we screened for such viable haploid MAT-2 recombinants by using a pooled infection assay where a pool of spore-derived progeny was grown saprophytically and used for re-infection of *Brachypodium* sp. (for details see Material and Methods). By pursuing this approach, we identified one MAT-2 strain that we named UB2. This strain, which is not derived from the same spore as UB1, retained the capability to mate with the *U. bromivora* MAT-1 strain UB1, which we isolated in a classical spore germination assay. Moreover, upon inoculation of *Brachypodium* sp., UB2 along with UB1 formed viable spores demonstrating a successful completion of their life cycle. Infection symptoms of UB1xUB2-inoculated plants were indistinguishable from infected spikelets of spore-inoculated plants (data not shown).

Identification of a sequenced compatible host of *U. bromivora* {#s2-3}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Phylogenetic analysis recently led to a taxonomy split within the *Brachypodium* lineages, separating *B. distachyon* with cytotype 2n = 10 from *Brachypodium stacei* (2n = 20) and the allotetraploid *Brachypodium hybridum* (2n = 30) ([@bib26]). The spontaneous infection event by *U. bromivora* reported by [@bib9] occurred in the *B. hybridum* accession Bd28. The *B. hybridum* accession Bd28 undergoes self-fertilization, grows fast, and is easy to handle ([@bib9]). One slightly complicating fact is its allotetraploid genetic background but its genome is currently being sequenced and will be available to the community in near future (J. Vogel, unpublished). In order to identify additional *Brachypodium* sp. accessions susceptible to *U. bromivora*, in total, 39 accessions were infected with spores and analyzed for macroscopic infection symptoms in the spikelets. Whereas *B. distachyon* Bd21, along with 27 other tested accessions, did not show infection symptoms, we found eleven accessions to be fully susceptible to *U. bromivora* ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The finding that susceptible host plant accessions originate from Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia as well as South America ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) underlines that *U. bromivora* is considered as a cosmopolite ([@bib12]). The natural host range of *U. bromivora* comprises various species of the genera *Agropyron, Austrofestuca, Brachypodium including B. distachyon, Bromus, Critesion, Elymus, Festuca, Hordeum, Lolium, Sitanion and Trachynia* ([@bib12]; [@bib51]; [@bib126]) and our experiments can confirm at least three host species, *B. distachyon*, *B. hybridum* and *B. stacei*. Among the susceptible accessions are the *B. distachyon* accessions ABR4, originally collected from Southern Spain, and Bd1-1, an inbred line, as well as the *B. stacei* accession ABR114 ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). The genomes of all three susceptible diploid accessions have been sequenced (J. Vogel, unpublished), providing the foundation for valuable tools and studies of our novel plant pathosystem. While, to our knowledge, ABR4 has not been tested for susceptibility to other important fungal pathogens, Bd1-1 shows resistance to the wheat pathogen *Zymoseptoria tritici* as well as to *Puccinia graminis* ([@bib48]; [@bib95]). Therefore, Bd1-1 represents a suitable model accession to study compatible interactions with *U. bromivora* as well as incompatible interactions with *P. graminis* and *Z. tritici*. Moreover, the comparison of susceptible *B. distachyon* accessions such as Bd1-1 and ABR4, with the resistant accession Bd21 allows the study of compatible and incompatible interactions with *U. bromivora* without switching pathosystems. The discovery of several *Brachypodium* accessions resistant to *U. bromivora*, comprising accessions of *B. distachyon*, *B. stacei*, and *B. hybridum*, suggests that resistance likely evolved in a common ancestor of *B. distachyon* and *B. stacei*. As there is evidence that *B. hybridum* is the product of an interspecies cross between these two diploid taxa ([@bib98]), this scenario would suggest that smut resistance was independently lost several times in each taxon. Alternatively, resistance based on single or even multiple factors could have evolved independently several times in the different closely related species. Within the limits of a relatively small sample size we observe a trend of *B. hybridum* accessions to be susceptible to *U. bromivora*. This could be due to suppression of resistance in polyploid genomes, a previously described phenomenon found in tetra- and hexaploid wheat ([@bib72]; [@bib71]).10.7554/eLife.20522.009Figure 4.ABR4, ABR114, and Bd1-1 are susceptible to *U. bromivora*.Representative pictures of infected ABR4, ABR114, and Bd1--1 spikelets. Sequenced *B. distachyon* accessions ABR4 and Bd1-1 as well as the sequenced *B. stacei* accession ABR114 were inoculated with *U. bromivora* spore material and screened for infection symptoms. Upon flowering macroscopic infection symptoms could be observed as spore-filled spikelets. This figure relates to [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. Scale bars: 1 cm.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.009](10.7554/eLife.20522.009)10.7554/eLife.20522.010Table 1.Tested *Brachypodium* accessions for *U. bromivora* susceptibility/resistance.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.010](10.7554/eLife.20522.010)**NameSpeciesSequencedSusceptible to** ***U. bromivora*****Accession numberSourceCountry of originABR3***B. distachyon***Y**N (2x)\*ABY-Bs 5088Brachyomics collections (C. Stace and P. Catalán), Aberystwyth, UKSpain**ABR4***B. distachyon***YY (many)**ABY-Bs 5089Brachyomics collections (C. Stace and P. Catalán), Aberystwyth, UKSpain**ABR6***B. distachyon***Y**N (2x)\*ABY-Bs 5091Brachyomics collections (C. Stace and P. Catalán), Aberystwyth, UKSpain**ABR7***B. distachyon***Y**N (2x)\*ABY-Bs 5092Brachyomics collections (C. Stace and P. Catalán), Aberystwyth, UKSpain**ABR9***B. distachyon***Y**N-unknownCroatia**Adi-10***B. distachyon***Y**NW6 39243USDA-ARS-WRPIS; [@bib129]Turkey**Adi-12***B. distachyon***Y**NW6 39245USDA-ARS-WRPIS; [@bib129]Turkey**Adi-2***B. distachyon***Y**NW6 39235USDA-ARS-WRPIS; [@bib129]Turkey**Bd1-1***B. distachyon***YY**PI 170218 / W6 46201GRIN Germplasm; [@bib128]Turkey**Bd18-1***B. distachyon***Y**NPI 245730 / W6 46204USDA-ARS-WRPIS; [@bib128]Turkey**Bd21***B. distachyon***Y**NPI 254867 / W6 36678GRIN Germplasm; [@bib128]Iraq**Bd21-3***B. distachyon***Y**NW6 39233GRIN Germplasm; [@bib127]Iraq**Bd2-3***B. distachyon***Y**NPI 185133 / W6 46202[@bib128]Iraq**Bd3-1***B. distachyon***Y**N (2x)\*PI 185134 / W6 46203USDA-ARS-WRPIS; [@bib128]Iraq**BdTR10C***B. distachyon***Y**NW6 39406USDA-ARS-WRPISTurkey**BdTR11I***B. distachyon***Y**NW6 39426USDA-ARS-WRPIS; [@bib49]Turkey**BdTR13a***B. distachyon***Y**NW6 39430USDA-ARS-WRPIS; [@bib49]Turkey**BdTR13C***B. distachyon***Y**NW6 39432USDA-ARS-WRPIS; [@bib49]Turkey**BdTR1I***B. distachyon***Y**NW6 39308USDA-ARS-WRPIS; [@bib49]Turkey**BdTR2B***B. distachyon***Y**NW6 39314USDA-ARS-WRPIS; [@bib49]Turkey**BdTR2G***B. distachyon***Y**NW6 39319USDA-ARS-WRPIS; [@bib49]Turkey**BdTR3C***B. distachyon***Y**NW6 39332USDA-ARS-WRPIS; [@bib49]Turkey**BdTR5I***B. distachyon***Y**NW6 39366USDA-ARS-WRPIS; [@bib49]Turkey**Foz1***B. distachyon***Y**N-[@bib92]Spain**Gaz8***B. distachyon***Y**NW6 39269USDA-ARS-WRPIS; [@bib129]Turkey**Kah1***B. distachyon***Y**NW6 39278USDA-ARS-WRPIS; [@bib129]Turkey**Koz1***B. distachyon***Y**NW6 39284USDA-ARS-WRPIS; [@bib129]Turkey**Mur1***B. distachyon***Y**N-[@bib92]Spain**S8iiC***B. distachyon***Y**N-Ana Caicedo Lab, University of MassachusettsSpain**ABR114***B. stacei***YY (2x)\***-unknownSpain**ABR113***B. hybridum***Y**N-unknownPortugal**ABR117, Bd117, Bd6***B. hybridum*N**Y (2x)\***PI - 219965GRIN GermplasmAfghanistan**Bal-P7***B. hybridum*N**Y (2x)\***W6 - 39259GRIN GermplasmTurkey**Bd23***B. hybridum*N**Y (2x)\***PI - 287783GRIN GermplasmSpain**Bd26***B. hybridum*N**Y (2x)\***PI - 372187GRIN GermplasmUruguay**Bd28***B. hybridum*N**Y (many)\***PI - 533015GRIN GermplasmAustralia**Bd4***B. hybridum*N**Y (2x)\***PI - 208216GRIN GermplasmSouth Africa**Bd8***B. hybridum*N**Y (2x)\***PI - 219971GRIN GermplasmAfghanistan**Isk-P4***B. hybridum*N**Y (2x)\***W6 - 39273GRIN GermplasmTurkey[^6]

Since Bd28 is an excellent host for *U. bromivora* and needs only very short vernalization to induce flowering and to show infection symptoms, we used this accession for the establishment of a model host. To this end, we developed an efficient growth and infection method providing high germination rate, reliable floral induction, and high infection rate by *U. bromivora* (for details see Material and Methods). These protocols could be also applied for the diploid and sequenced accession ABR4. However, in contrast to Bd28, ABR4 requires a minimum of four weeks vernalization to induce flowering and needs six weeks of vernalization to induce fast bulk flowering. 95 days after the initiation of vernalization, flowering of ABR4 is completed and we observed infection rates of almost 100%. Due to its shorter vernalization requirement, Bd28 can complete its life cycle in approximately 70 days. Interestingly, different time points of spore inoculation as well as the spore load seem to lead to varying infection efficiency. We regularly observed infected plants showing a few healthy spikelets beside spore-filled ones (data not shown). The presence of healthy spikelets might be the evolutionary result of a sustainable virulence strategy of this host-specific, biotrophic pathogen to avoid complete sterilization of its host and therefore its local extinction.

Transformation establishment for *U. bromivora* and its host *B. hybridum* Bd28 {#s2-4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The establishment of transformation protocols for both the pathogen and its host plant is an important requirement to employ *U. bromivora and Brachypodium* sp. as a genetically accessible biotrophic model system.

For initial transformation tests of *U. bromivora*, we used the self-replicating pNEBuC-GFP and pNEBuC-mCherry-HA vectors, which were developed for *U. maydis* ([@bib17]). These plasmids contain a gene conferring Carboxin resistance and a gene encoding either the green fluorescent protein (GFP-HA) or mCherry-HA protein. *GFP-HA* or *mCherry-HA* are under control of the artificial *otef* promoter, which is constitutively active in axenic culture ([@bib114]). Expression of these genes allows a fast readout of the transformation efficiency. Although different transformation protocols were tested, PEG-mediated protoplast transformation turned out to be most efficient (average transformation efficiency: 314 colonies per µg plasmid DNA; [Figure 5A](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Since appropriate selection markers are essential for high-efficiency transformations, we concomitantly tested three different antibiotics and selection markers. While wild type cells could not be propagated, transformants harboring self-replicating plasmids conferring Carboxin, Geneticin G418, or Hygromycin resistance were able to grow on respective selection media ([Figure 5---figure supplement 1](#fig5s1){ref-type="fig"}). We also tested integrative constructs for various loci such as the mating type region or the predicted *pep1* gene locus, encoding an effector ortholog that has been shown to contribute to virulence in *U. maydis* ([@bib38]). However, our results suggest, that in contrast to *U. maydis,* DNA uptake or other steps during transformation seem to be less efficient in *U. bromivora* preventing high transformation rates and strongly reduced the number of stable integration events. Therefore, we conducted a restriction enzyme mediated integration (REMI) approach which should promote genomic integrations ([@bib23]). By employing this technique, we obtained a UB1 derivative with a stable integration of *GFP* driven by the *otef* promoter (UB1-GFP). To ensure that after REMI mutagenesis, UB1-GFP has retained its capability to infect, we inoculated germinating Bd28 caryopses with a mixture of UB1-GFP and UB2. Spore-filled spikelets and GFP producing progeny derived from these spores demonstrated a successful infection and completion of the fungal life cycle ([Figure 5---figure supplement 2](#fig5s2){ref-type="fig"}).

To establish transformation for the *B. hybridum* accession Bd28, we adapted a Bd21 transformation protocol ([@bib125]) for its specific needs ([Figure 5B](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). As a proof of principle, we generated transgenic lines harboring a fluorescently tagged peroxisome-targeting construct (eCFP-SKL). On the one hand, this construct provides a fast visual read out of a successful transformation; on the other hand, respective transgenic lines might be a valuable tool for studying cell biological questions in *Brachypodium* sp. ([Figure 5---figure supplement 3](#fig5s3){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.20522.011Figure 5.Establishment of transformation for the fungal pathogen *U. bromivora* and its host plant *B. hybridum* Bd28.(**A**) Schematic representation and timeline of protoplastation and transformation of *U. bromivora* UB1 with the autonomously replicating pNEBuC-GFP plasmid conferring Carboxin resistance and encoding GFP. (**B**) Schematic representation and timeline of *A. tumefaciens*-mediated transformation of *B. hybridum* Bd28. Illustrations are not to scale.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.011](10.7554/eLife.20522.011)10.7554/eLife.20522.012Figure 5---figure supplement 1.Several resistance markers can be employed for selection of *U. bromivora* transformants.UB1 and transformants derived from this strain harboring autonomously replicating plasmids with genes known to confer resistance to Carboxin (Cbx), Hygromycin B (Hyg) or Geneticin G418 (G418) were spotted in serial dilutions on PD without and with the respective antibiotic. Antibiotic concentrations are indicated.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.012](10.7554/eLife.20522.012)10.7554/eLife.20522.013Figure 5---figure supplement 2.UB2 can mate with UB1-GFP, form filaments, and produce viable spores.(**A**) UB2, UB1, and UB1-GFP were grown in PD to an exponential phase (OD~600 nm~ = 0.8) and resuspended in H~2~O~dd~ to an OD~600 nm~ = 2. Strains were spotted individually and as mixture on charcoal-containing PD medium. White, fuzzy colonies on charcoal-containing medium indicate mating and the formation of filaments. Scale bar: 0.5 mm. (**B**) Viable spores are produced by UB1-GFP and UB2. Germinating Bd28 caryopses were inoculated with an 1:1 mixture of UB1-GFP and UB2. Upon flower development, plants showed macroscopic symptoms typical for *U. bromivora* infections. Retrieved spores germinated and produced viable GFP-fluorescent and non-fluorescent progeny.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.013](10.7554/eLife.20522.013)10.7554/eLife.20522.014Figure 5---figure supplement 3.Microscopy of transgenic Bd28 eCFP-SKL marker line.Confocal laser scanning microscopy of leaf epidermis from a transgenic Bd28 line that stably produces eCFP-SKL as peroxisome marker protein. Upper panel shows wild type Bd28 displaying cell wall autofluorescence at 405 nm excitation and 455 nm emission. Lower panel shows transgenic Bd28-eCFP-SKL line. By employing identical settings, specific eCFP marked peroxisomes could be detected in the cytoplasm of epidermal cells in addition to cell wall autofluorescence. Scale bars: 10 µm.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.014](10.7554/eLife.20522.014)

The genome of *U. bromivora* {#s2-5}
----------------------------

By comparative rDNA analysis, *U. hordei* has been shown to be the most closely related smut to *U. bromivora* that has been sequenced to date ([@bib118]). The presence of extensive repetitive elements and transposable elements (TE) in the *U. hordei* genome complicated its genome assembly ([@bib80]). To circumvent possible assembly problems with the related *U. bromivora* genome, we performed Single Molecule Real-Time (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA) sequencing of UB1, the isolated MAT-1 strain. PacBio sequencing has been shown to deliver long reads, facilitating fast and accurate genome assembly. After subread filtering, 376,645 reads (3.1 Gb total) with 84.5% accuracy and a mean length of 8,186 bp (approximately 154x coverage of the \~20.7 Mb genome) were obtained. Assembly and polishing resulted in 25 contigs of which 23 showed good synteny with the optically mapped synthetic chromosomes of *U. hordei* ([@bib80]). Based on this, *U. bromivora* has 23 chromosomes (20.5 Mb), the mitochondrial genome and an unassigned smaller contig. Gene model prediction led to the identification of 7,233 protein coding genes ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). All gene models were manually curated by extensive comparative analysis to the existing Ustilaginaceae annotations and 82.3% of all gene models were confirmed by assembled transcripts obtained from Illumina-based RNA-seq of axenically grown UB1. With 7,233 protein coding genes, *U. bromivora* harbors 120 more genes than the close relative *U. hordei* that has an assembled genome 0.65 Mb larger than *U. bromivora* ([@bib80]). The compactness of the *U. bromivora* genome is underscored by the fact that 67.9% of the genes are intron-less, 19.3% have one intron, whereas only 12.8% are predicted to contain multiple introns.10.7554/eLife.20522.015Table 2.Genome comparison of sequenced smut fungi.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.015](10.7554/eLife.20522.015)***U. bromivora**U. maydis^1^**S. reilianum^2^**S. scitamineum^3^**U. hordei^4^**M. pennsylvanicum^5^*Assembly statistics**Total contig length (Mb)19.718.219.520.619.2Total scaffold length (Mb)20.519.818.419.621.1519.2Average base coverage154x10x20x30x25x339xN~50~ contig (kb)127.450.337.648.743.4N~50~ scaffold (kb)877817.8738.5759.2307.7121.7Chromosomes23232323GC-content (%)52.45459.754.45250.9 coding (%)54.456.362.657.854.354 non-coding (%)49.450.554.351.143.446.9**Coding sequence**Percent coding (%)59.861.165.96257.556.6Average gene size (bp)169918361858181917051734Average gene density (gene/kb)0.350.340.360.340.330.33Protein-coding genes723367866648669371136279Exons111549783977610214109079278Average exon size11011230122111911107Exons/gene1.51.441.471.51.531.48tRNA genes13311196116110126**Secretome**Predicted secreted proteins409485461466405300**Non-coding sequence**Introns392129973103352131612999Introns/gene0.540.440.460.530.440.48Average intron length (base)163142144130.1141191.4Average intergenic distance (bp)10541127929111411861328**Repeat sequences**DNA Transposon1.89%0.29%0.13%0.25%0.89%0.29%LINE4.38%0.35%0.04%0.27%4.62%0.40%SINE0.18%0.05%0.03%0.05%0.27%0.10%LTR Retrotransposon5.83%1.15%0.13%0.69%4.82%1.17%Unclassified non LTR-Retrotransposon0.06%0.02%0.01%0.01%0.10%0.032Unclassified Retrotransposon2.03%0.21%0.12%0.29%1.47%0.39%Unclassfied0.06%0.08%0.02%0.08%0.38%0.04%Total TE class14.33%2.11%0.45%1.60%11.84%2.32%Simple sequence repeats1.31%1.75%2.00%1.59%1.59%1.54%Total excl. Tandem repeats15.72%3.90%2.49%3.23%13.56%3.95%Tandem repeats5.14%4.22%6.97%4.54%5.20%5.16%Total repeat coverage18.51%6.70%8.26%6.68%16.45%6.72%[^7]

To assess the completeness of the *U. bromivora* genome, a BLAST search was performed with highly conserved core genes present in higher eukaryotes ([@bib2]; [@bib97]). From the expected 248 single-copy orthologs extracted from 21 genomes ([@bib97]), 247 are present in the *U. bromivora* genome (missing KOG1468, translation initiation factor eIF-2B), indicating that \>99% of the gene space is covered by the assembly.

To assess the difference of UB1 and its compatible mating partner UB2 on a genomic level, we performed Illumina 125 paired-end sequencing of UB2 and single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) calling. By using stringent parameters, we identified 1,323 SNPs between the two strains ([Figure 7---source data 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). 783 of them are found in coding sequences and 429 lead to non-synonymous mutations. Since UB1 and UB2 were independently isolated from different spores, SNPs might be a result of the prevalent inbreeding due to intratetrad mating which over time leads to significant differences between progenies of different spore tetrads.

We constructed a phylogenetic tree using one-to-one orthologous genes as identified by OrthoMCL ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The resulting phylogeny shows *Sporisorium reilianum* and *Sporisorium scitamineum* forming one cluster and *U. bromivora* and *U. hordei* forming a second cluster. *U. maydis* shows a closer relationship to the tested species of the *Sporisorium* genus than to the ones of the *Ustilago* genus that are more closely related to *Melanopsichium pennsylvanicum*. This is in agreement with the relationships found by [@bib118] and [@bib110] . The phylogeny also illustrates the close relationship between *U. hordei* and *U. bromivora*, which share orthologs for a large number of genes and between which protein sequence conservation is much higher than between other fungi (data not shown).10.7554/eLife.20522.016Figure 6.Phylogeny of *U. bromivora* and related smuts.Unrooted phylogeny created from 4,947 one-to-one orthologs. Branch lengths represent the mean number of substitutions per DNA site. Terminal branch lengths for *U. bromivora* and *U. hordei* are not to scale.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.016](10.7554/eLife.20522.016)

The mating type chromosome {#s2-6}
--------------------------

The mating type locus of *U. bromivora* UB1 is located on chromosome 1. We identified genes encoding a putative pheromone receptor (UBRO_03901) and pheromone (UBRO_03899) as well as bEast (UBRO_00885) and bWest (UBRO_00887) orthologs encoding a putative homeodomain-transcription factor ([Figure 7A](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}). The pheromone/receptor genes (*a* locus) are separated from the *bEast* and *bWest* genes (*b* locus) by a 183 kb long region highly enriched in transposable elements (TE; 39.85% compared to an average of 17.18% over the length of the chromosome and to an overall genome average of 14.33%; [Figure 7B](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 7---figure supplement 1](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}). This bipolar mating system resembles the structural organization found in the close relative *U. hordei* although the region between the *a* and *b* locus in *U. hordei* is, at \~500 kb, larger ([Figure 7---figure supplement 2](#fig7s2){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib7]).10.7554/eLife.20522.017Figure 7.The mating type chromosome (chromosome 1) of *U. bromivora* UB1 (MAT-1) and UB2 (MAT-2).(**A**) Schematic representation of the *a* locus (encoding the predicted pheromone receptor system) and the *b* locus (encoding the putative heterodimeric transcription factor for pathogenic development) of UB1 (MAT-1 strain) and UB2 (MAT-2 strain) according to de novo assembly of both strains. Potential *rga2* and *lga2* orthologs, encoding proteins for uniparental mitochondrial inheritance ([@bib47]), are located in the *a2* region between *mfa2* and *pra2*. \*Due to rearrangements in the mating type region of UB2, the orientation of *a2* and *b2* locus could not be exactly determined. However, data suggest an inversion of the *a2* locus. (**B**) The mating type region of UB1 is enriched for transposable elements. Graph depicts percentage of transposon coverage in 25 kb windows occurring every 12.5 kb along the chromosome. (**C**) Mapping of UB2 to the UB1 reference genome shows large non-mapped stretches in the MAT-1 locus indicating sequence differences in this region between MAT-1 and MAT-2. (**D**) Enrichment of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in and around the mating type region between the genomes of UB1 and UB2. Number of SNPs is shown in 5 kb windows.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.017](10.7554/eLife.20522.017)10.7554/eLife.20522.018Figure 7---source data 1.List of Single Nucleotide Polymorphisms (SNPs) identified in UB2.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.018](10.7554/eLife.20522.018)10.7554/eLife.20522.019Figure 7---figure supplement 1.Transposon content along *U. bromivora* chromosomes.The percentage length of transposons in 25 kb windows occurring every 12.5 kb along the chromosome is shown. The horizontal line shows the mean percentage of the length made up by transposons across the entire chromosome. The green line shows a loess regression with the shaded area representing the confidence interval at the 0.95 level.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.019](10.7554/eLife.20522.019)10.7554/eLife.20522.020Figure 7---figure supplement 2.Genes of the mating type regions are up to 98% identical between *U. bromivora* and *U. hordei*.Genes of the *a* (pheromone/receptor) locus and the *b* (heterodimeric transcription factor) locus were bioinformatically identified in *U. bromivora* UB1 (MAT-1) and UB2 (MAT-2) and compared to respective orthologs of *U. hordei*. DNA-Sequence identity of two orthologs is shown between each orthologous pair in percent.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.020](10.7554/eLife.20522.020)

Mapping of Illumina reads from UB2 to the UB1 reference genome and subsequent SNP calling showed that the mating type region flanked by the *a* and *b* loci is highly diverse between the two compatible strains, as evidenced by segments depleted of reads, rearrangements and a high number of SNPs in the regions covered ([Figure 7C,D](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}; [Figure 7---source data 1](#SD1-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We calculated for the mating type region a SNP frequency of 1.8E-03 SNPs bp^-1^ compared to a frequency of 6.5E-05 SNPs bp^−1^ for the entire genome. This sequence divergence is likely a result of recombination suppression in the mating type region leading to a bipolar mating system at the cost of losing a recombination-based repair in this region.

Analysis of genes encoding putatively secreted proteins {#s2-7}
-------------------------------------------------------

One class of proteins which is of special interest for biotrophic interactions is secreted proteins. In addition to functions such as cell wall remodeling and hydrolytic enzymes for substrate degradation, this class includes effector proteins, which might directly impact the outcome of the biotrophic interaction with the host and often target the host defense system or its metabolism ([@bib4]). Several criteria had to be fulfilled for a predicted *U. bromivora* protein to be considered a secreted protein: it had to contain a signal peptide, fewer than two transmembrane helices, no endoplasmatic reticulum (ER) retention signal, and it had to be predicted not to target mitochondria. These strict criteria led to the prediction of 409 secreted proteins encoded in the *U. bromivora* genome.

The majority of putatively secreted proteins are of unknown function and their transcripts are overrepresented *in planta* {#s2-8}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

While for 46.3% of all *U. bromivora* proteins we could not assign a potential function based on BLAST sequence similarity (\'unclassified proteins\'), this fraction increases to 69.7% for the proteins that are predicted to be secreted. This makes proteins of unknown function the most significantly enriched functional category of *U. bromivora* secreted proteins ([Figure 8A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 8---figure supplement 1](#fig8s1){ref-type="fig"}).10.7554/eLife.20522.021Figure 8.Enrichment of classes of interest among predicted secreted proteins and *in planta* differentially expressed transcripts.(**A**) Proportions of genes encoding unclassified proteins based on FunCat classification within all annotated *U. bromivora* genes, within genes encoding secreted proteins, within all genes up- and downregulated *in planta* twelve days after planting (dap) as well as within the genes that are differentially regulated and encode secreted proteins. (**B**) Proportions of genes encoding predicted secreted proteins within all annotated *U. bromivora* genes, within all genes found to be expressed in axenic culture and *in planta*, and within genes significantly up- or downregulated *in planta*. Fisher exact test was used to test whether the proportion of selected genes within a given class differs significantly from the proportion within all annotated genes; \*\*\*\*p-value \< 0.0001, \*\*\*p-value \< 0.001. The total number of genes is shown in brackets below each chart.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.021](10.7554/eLife.20522.021)10.7554/eLife.20522.022Figure 8---figure supplement 1.Functional categorization of putatively secreted proteins and all proteins encoded in the genome.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.022](10.7554/eLife.20522.022)

To provide insights into expression patterns of the genes encoding putatively secreted proteins in *U. bromivora* during saprophytic growth and *in planta*, we conducted RNA-seq analyses. To this end, we isolated RNA from axenic UB1 culture and from stems of twelve day old *B. hybridum* Bd28 plants that were spore-inoculated with *U. bromivora*. Among the 6,756 transcripts found to be expressed in our dataset, 493 were significantly upregulated *in planta* compared to axenic culture (logFC \> 2, adjusted p-value \< 0.1), while 1,138 transcripts were significantly downregulated. Notably, transcripts predicted to encode secreted proteins are significantly enriched among the upregulated transcripts compared to all annotated genes (30.8% compared to 5.7%; Fisher exact test, p-value$~ \leq$ 2.2E-16; [Figure 8B](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, we could show by functional protein classification that among the putatively secreted proteins that are induced *in planta*, unclassified proteins are significantly overrepresented (84.1% compared to 46.4% within all annotated genes; p-value = 2.2E-16; [Figure 8A](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, in the subset of down-regulated genes, a functional overrepresentation of genes encoding secreted, unclassified proteins could not be observed. Our findings are in line with the observation that the vast majority of effector proteins are so far functionally not characterized. At the sequence level these proteins are only poorly conserved between distant fungal pathogens making the prediction of protein function difficult.

The majority of putative *U. bromivora* effectors are not clustered {#s2-9}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

In the case of *U. maydis,* many of the small secreted protein encoding genes are organized in pathogenicity clusters and a large number of them were shown to play a role in virulence ([@bib77]). To assess the presence of potential pathogenicity clusters in the *U. bromivora* genome, we defined clusters as containing at least three adjacent genes encoding predicted secreted proteins or three genes encoding secreted proteins interrupted by maximal one single non-secreted protein-coding gene. These in comparison to the analysis of [@bib77] relatively relaxed criteria led to the identification of only eleven secretion clusters comprising a total of 10.51% of all putative secreted proteins of *U. bromivora*. Although some of the putative effector clusters identified in *U. maydis* also show a syntenic organization in the *U. bromivora* genome, many others do not and the vast majority of the predicted secreted proteins of *U. bromivora* are not clustered. Among all clusters, the largest is cluster 18, related to *U. maydis* cluster 19. Whereas cluster 19 (as located on chromosome 19) in *U. maydis* comprises 24 putative effector genes ([@bib21]), the syntenic cluster in *U. bromivora* comprises less than half the number of putative secreted protein encoding genes and is located on chromosome 18 ([Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). In the close relative *U. hordei* the clustering of genes encoding predicted secreted proteins in this region is even less compact and disrupted to a greater extent than in *U. bromivora* ([Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}) ([@bib80]). Our analysis of the *U. bromivora* clusters further showed that the syntenic genes missing from cluster 18 have not moved to other parts of the genome but are simply absent from *U. bromivora* and occur only in *U. maydis* or are shared between *U. maydis*, *S. reilianum*, and *S. scitamineum* (data not shown).10.7554/eLife.20522.023Figure 9.Gene by gene comparison between the largest secreted virulence cluster of *U. maydis* (cluster 19) with the corresponding region in the *U. bromivora* and *U. hordei* genome on chromosome 18.The scheme depicts *U. maydis* cluster 19 on chromosome 19, the predicted *U. bromivora* cluster 18 on chromosome 18 and the corresponding region on chromosome 18 (scaffold 5.0017) of *U. hordei*. Syntenic orthologs between *U. maydis* and *U. bromivora* as well as between *U. bromivora* and *U. hordei* are connected with a green bar. Genes encoding predicted non-secreted proteins are displayed in grey, genes encoding putative secreted proteins in blue.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.023](10.7554/eLife.20522.023)

Orthologous and orphan genes {#s2-10}
----------------------------

One indication of how suitable a specific model system is for generalizing knowledge to other related species is the presence of orthologous genes. Excluding mitochondrial genes, among the 7,193 genes present in the *U. bromivora* genome, 5,121 one-to-one orthologs were predicted with *U. maydis*, *U. hordei*, *S. scitamineum*, *S. reilianum*, *and M. pennsylvanicum.* These one-to-one orthologs are genes which have one ortholog in each of the other species and no paralogs. *M. pennsylvanicum* and *U. bromivora* share 5,470 orthologs. In contrast, *U. bromivora* shares 5,841 orthologs with *U. maydis* and 6,180 orthologs with *U. hordei*. The lower number of orthologs in *M. pennsylvanicum* is in line with the observation that this smut genome has lost genes that might be associated with a switch from a monocot to a dicot host plant ([@bib110]).

Among the 409 *U. bromivora* predicted secreted proteins, we found 216 of them among the 5,121 one-to-one orthologs. All of the *U. maydis* effectors functionally characterized or described in the literature, including Tin2, See1, Cmu1, Pep1, Pit2 and Mig1 ([@bib36]; [@bib101], [@bib102]; [@bib59]; [@bib38]; [@bib91];[@bib10]; [@bib120]), share orthologs with *U. bromivora* ([Figure 10A](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). The amino acid similarity between each *U. maydis* effector and its corresponding *U. bromivora* ortholog ranges from 41% for the organ specific effector See1 to 70% for the widely conserved peroxidase inhibitor effector Pep1 ([Figure 10A](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). To experimentally test if *U. bromivora* effectors can functionally complement their respective orthologs in the *U. maydis* / *Zea mays* pathosystem, we chose two conserved effectors for that assay, Stp1 and Pep1 ([@bib38]; [@bib105]). These effectors were recently shown to play an essential role for virulence of *U. maydis*. The avirulent phenotype of both *U. maydis* deletion mutants could be complemented by introducing the corresponding *U. bromivora* ortholog ([Figure 10B](#fig10){ref-type="fig"}). This demonstrates that the *U. bromivora* / *Brachypodium* system could be indeed suitable to study the functional role and host targets of conserved effectors from related species.10.7554/eLife.20522.024Figure 10.Testing orthologs of core effectors for functional interchangeability between *U. bromivora* and *U. maydis.*(**A**) List of known effector orthologs in *U. bromivora* and *U. maydis* and their amino acid identity and similarity. Identity shows the percentage of identical positions in the alignment, taking gaps into account. Percentage identity = 100 (identical positions / length of alignment). Similarity gives a measure of how similar two protein sequences are to one another based on the physical and chemical properties of their amino acids. Sequences were aligned using T-Coffee and identity and similarity scores were given by SIAS (Sequence Identity and Similarity; <http://imed.med.ucm.es/Tools/sias.html>). (**B**) Core-effector mutants of *U. maydis* (SG200∆stp1 and SG200∆pep1) can be complemented with the respective *U. bromivora* ortholog. Disease symptoms of infected plants were scored at twelve days post inoculation (dpi) according to [@bib77]. The darker the color, the more severe the symptoms. Numbers of infected plants are indicated above each column. p-values are calculated by Fisher exact test, MTC by Benjamini-Hochberg algorithm, \*\*\*\*p\<0.0001. Leaves of representative plants twelve days after inoculation with indicated strains are shown next to the stacked bar plot. Scale bars: 1 cm.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.024](10.7554/eLife.20522.024)

Besides the described orthologs, we found 427 orphan *U. bromivora* genes that lack orthologs in the five other fungi they were compared with. Of these, 21 are predicted to encode secreted proteins. None of the orphan genes had a predicted function according to either FunCat or Blast2GO.

Transposable elements and genome defense machinery {#s2-11}
--------------------------------------------------

Comparing the currently available smut genomes both, *U. hordei* and, to an even greater extent, *U. bromivora* contain a high number of transposable elements and other repetitive sequences, encompassing up to 14.33% of the genome ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Similar to the other smuts sequenced to date, the *U. bromivora* genome has a low frequency of small interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs) (0.18% of the genome), a class of retrotransposons that lost the coding region for their own reverse transcriptase. However, it contains a high percentage of long terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons (5.83%), which are independent from other mobile genomic elements and encode all proteins necessary for transposition. Similar ratios of long interspersed elements (LINE) have spread in the *U. hordei* and the *U. bromivora* genome (4.62% and 4.38%, respectively; [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). With few exceptions, such as the mating type chromosome (Chr1), transposable elements are evenly distributed over the *U. bromivora* chromosomes ([Figure 7---figure supplement 1](#fig7s1){ref-type="fig"}). These results are in line with those made in *U. hordei*, where except for the mating type region, repetitive sequences are also evenly distributed across the genome ([@bib80]; [@bib6]).

While transposable elements have clearly shaped the genome of *U. bromivora*, their action might be counter-balanced by the presence of a functional core machinery of the RNA interference pathway. Homology searches identified *UBRO_08937* that likely encodes the PAZ-domain (Piwi/Argonaute/Zwille-domain) containing endoribonuclease DICER. *UBRO_20628*, *UBRO_01631*, and *UBRO_08874* encode three RNA-dependent RNA Polymerases (RdRP) which are necessary for the formation of the complementary strands of target RNA, and therefore represent a prerequisite for RNA-directed silencing. *UBRO_06256* is predicted to encode the argonaute protein, the catalytic subunit of the RISC-complex. We also identified the small RNA methyltransferase Hen1 (UBRO_08578). Moreover, the chromodomain (CD) protein CHP1 and CHP2 important for heterochromatic gene silencing are with UBRO_05116 and UBRO_07750 as well present. Analysis of dinucleotide frequencies in repetitive regions of the genome shows a lack of CpG dinucleotides similar to that observed in *U. hordei* ([@bib80]) ([Figure 11](#fig11){ref-type="fig"}). This may indicate the presence of repeat induced point-mutations (RIP) which can serve as an additional genomic defense mechanism against transposable elements ([@bib109]).10.7554/eLife.20522.025Figure 11.*U. bromivora* shows a decrease in the occurrence of CpG dinucleotides.Dinucleotide frequencies in repeat regions were determined using RIPCAL and were compared to those of control regions. A noticeable decrease in the occurrence of CpG dinucleotides was detectable for both *U. hordei* and *U. bromivora* as well as, to a lesser extent, *M. pennsylvanicum*.**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.025](10.7554/eLife.20522.025)

Genes under positive selection in *U. bromivora* {#s2-12}
------------------------------------------------

Genes under positive selection are indicative of an ongoing adaptation process often found either upon a host jump, neofunctionalization of a protein, or during the arms race between the host and the pathogen. We analysed the proteins of our six fungal genomes for signs of positive selection. Our analysis of the one-to-one orthologs between the six smut fungi we compared ([Table 3](#tbl3){ref-type="table"}) confirmed the previously reported finding of high levels of positive selection in *M. pennsylvanicum* ([@bib110]). It also showed that *U. bromivora* has the lowest levels of selection when measured at a false discovery rate (FDR) of 0.05 but is between *U.maydis* and *S. reillianum* when using an FDR of 0.01. Among the genes being under positive selection, only twelve encode predicted secreted proteins. In contrast to the twelve genes found in *U. bromivora*, *M. pennsylvanicum*, which adapts to its dicot host, harbors 103 genes encoding predicted secreted proteins that were shown to be under positive selection. The evolutionary pressures driving the observed incidents of selection in *U. bromivora* remain unclear.10.7554/eLife.20522.026Table 3.Positive selection among sequenced smut fungi**DOI:** [http://dx.doi.org/10.7554/eLife.20522.026](10.7554/eLife.20522.026)***U. bromivora**U. maydis**U. hordei**S. scitamineum**S. reilianum**M. pennsylvanicum*Genes analysed**Total494749474947494749474947Under selection (q = 0.05)1403451881702562390Under selection (q = 0.01)9611613590911434**Non-PSEPs**Total473847354733474847434753Under selection (q = 0.05)1283181681532402287Under selection (q = 0.01)8610512281841377**PSEPs**Total209212214199204194Under selection (q = 0.05)1227201716103Under selection (q = 0.01)1011139757[^8]

Conclusion {#s2-13}
----------

Smut fungi, especially *U. maydis*, have become models for studying recombination ([@bib62]), cell biology ([@bib116]; [@bib57]), and, due to their nature, biotrophic interactions ([@bib20]). This has resulted in *U. maydis* being considered as an important model pathogen in the scientific community ([@bib33]). In recent years, the importance of small secreted molecules termed effectors, which shape the biotrophic interaction between the pathogen and its host, has become increasingly evident. One major challenge for effector research is that most effector proteins have no sequence similarity to any known protein and are therefore difficult to functionally characterize. Although these important molecules are produced by the pathogen, in many cases they target host processes and therefore require a completely accessible host system for complementary functional studies in both the host and pathogen. In our search to identify a biotrophic model pair for a smut and a temperate host grass that due to their genetic accessibility will enable these complementary functional studies, we chose the smut fungus *U. bromivora* and its compatible host grass *Brachypodium *sp.

Although *U. bromivora* is closely related to other sequenced model smuts, it displays interesting peculiarities in its lifestyle, especially in connection with its mating system. Most strikingly is one major feature: the mating type bias. Upon spore germination and meiosis, the *a* and *b* loci located on chromosome 1 co-segregate, and progeny with two different mating types arise from one spore, MAT-1 and MAT-2. Interestingly, the locus that causes the mating type bias co-segregates with the MAT-2 mating type region leading to the inability to survive under saprotrophic conditions. Independent of its cause, it has important implications for the biology of *U. bromivora*. The bipolar mating system and the intratetrad mating entail a strong tendency for inbreeding which could be an advantageous driving speciation of this highly specialized plant pathogen ([@bib61]). This holds especially true as the pheromone receptor based cell-cell recognition system is rather promiscuous between different smut species and might not be sufficient as a speciation barrier ([@bib70]). Besides the removal of detrimental DNA, like transposable elements and deleterious mutations, sexual reproduction is a way to efficiently reshuffle alleles over generations to provide an opportunity for natural selection to produce efficient allele combinations ([@bib55]; [@bib83]). The relative abundance of transposable elements in *U. bromivora* could potentially serve as a source of variation to counterbalance the assumed loss of heterozygosity due to inbreeding between progeny from the same spore. This could enable the population to adapt to evolving challenges such as host defense mechanisms. As a consequence, it might be essential to keep the functional machinery for RNA silencing intact to limit the uncontrolled spreading of transposable elements with potentially deleterious effects. In contrast to *U. bromivora, U. maydis* has evolved a very efficient recombination system enabling the removal of most of its invasive transposable elements. This was likely a prerequisite to allow the loss of the silencing machinery in *U. maydis*, which subsequently led to the gain of a competitive advantage through symbiosis with double-stranded RNA totiviruses, which encode for killer toxins that target non-killer containing competitive microbes ([@bib42]; [@bib73]).

The deleterious allele which leads to the mating type bias in *U. bromivora* is still unidentified. In the related smut *Microbotryum violaceum* (formerly described as *Ustilago violacea*), intratetrad mating was observed as a result of a recessive haplo-lethal allele ([@bib63]). In *Ustilago nuda*, a recessive proline biosynthesis allele linked to the mating type locus led to a similar result in the haploid stage of the dimorphic life cycle ([@bib93]). Alternatively, a dominant mechanism via meiotic drive elements as described for *Neurospora crassa* ([@bib123]) and other ascomycetes such as *Gibberella fujikuroi* (*Fusarium verticillioides*) ([@bib69]) and *Podospora anserina* ([@bib14]) could be causative for the observed mating type bias in *U. bromivora*. While, in this scenario, the 'killer'-allele and 'resistance'-allele would form a locus and would be linked to the recombination-suppressed MAT-1 region, the corresponding 'Non-killer/susceptibility' alleles would co-segregate with the MAT-2 region. The alleles of the MAT-2 strain would therefore lead to its haplo-lethality. Future research will clarify the cause of the mating type bias in *U. bromivora*.

In summary, the newly established model system *U. bromivora* and *Brachypodium* sp. has tremendous potential for the study of biotrophy related questions on both the pathogen and host side as well as evolutionary questions such as sex and speciation. The high quality, manually curated fungal genome, available RNA-seq data, and growth as well as transformation protocols for both the host and the pathogen, provide a solid basis for scientists to gain new insights into biotrophic plant pathogen interactions.

Materials and methods {#s3}
=====================

Strains, plasmids, and fungal culture conditions {#s3-1}
------------------------------------------------

DNA manipulation and plasmid generation were performed according to standard molecular cloning procedures ([@bib29]; [@bib5]). All DNA manipulations were performed with *E. coli* MACH1 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Primers and plasmids are compiled in [Supplementary file 1](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. All sequences of plasmids created in this study are provided as gb/gbk files in [Supplementary file 2](#SD3-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Strains used in this study are listed in [Supplementary file 1](#SD2-data){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The *Ustilago bromivora* spore material used in this study was obtained from Thierry Marcel and originated from spontaneous repetitive infections which occurred in a greenhouse at INRA UMR BIOGER, Avenue Lucien Brétignières BP01, 78850 Thiverval-Grignon, France ([@bib8]). *U. bromivora* UB1 (formerly named UB2112) and UB2 were cultivated in Potato dextrose (PD) liquid medium (2.4% PD dissolved in H~2~O; Becton, Dickinson and Company, Franklin Lakes, New Jersey) at 21°C, shaking at 200 rpm in baffled flasks. *U. maydis* and *U. hordei* were cultivated according to [@bib77] and [@bib80]. *U. maydis* strains were generated by gene replacement via homologous recombination as described by [@bib78] or by insertion of p123 derivatives into the *ip* locus ([@bib85]).

*U. maydis* virulence assays {#s3-2}
----------------------------

*U. maydis *virulence assays were performed as described by [@bib77]. In brief, the solopathogenic strain SG200 and its derivatives were cultivated in Yeps~Light~ (0.4% yeast extract, 0.4% peptone, 2% sucrose) at 28°C, under continuous shaking (200 rpm), until they reached an OD~600 nm~ of 0.8. After centrifugation at 2400 g for 5 min, cultures were adjusted in H~2~O~dd~ to an OD~600 nm~ = 1. The suspensions were subsequently used for syringe-inoculation of seven day old maize seedlings (variety Early Golden Bantam). Infection symptoms were scored twelve days post infection employing the scoring system described by [@bib77].

Genomic DNA extraction for Single Molecule Real-Time (PacBio) and Illumina sequencing {#s3-3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Genomic DNA (gDNA) extraction was performed as previously described for *U. maydis* ([@bib77]). *U. bromivora* cultures were grown to an exponential phase and subjected to Phenol-Chloroform extraction. For Single Molecule Real-Time (PacBio) sequencing of UB1, Phenol-Chloroform extraction was followed by an additional purification step via the Power Clean DNA Kit (MO BIO Laboratories, Carlsbad, CA). For Illumina sequencing of UB2, Phenol-Chloroform extracted gDNA was purified using the MasterPure Complete DNA and RNA Purification Kit (Epicentre, Madison, WI).

Library preparation and Single Molecule Real-Time (PacBio) sequencing {#s3-4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

The SMRT bell was produced using the DNA Template Prep Kit 1.0 (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA). The input genomic DNA concentration was measured using a Qubit Fluorometer dsDNA Broad Range assay (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). 10 μg of gDNA was mechanically sheared to an average size distribution of 15 kb, using a Covaris gTube (Kbiosciences, Hoddesdon, UK). A Bioanalyzer 2100 12K DNA Chip assay (Agilent, Santa Clara, CA) was used to assess the fragment size distribution. 5 μg of sheared gDNA was DNA damage repaired and end-repaired using polishing enzymes. A blunt end ligation reaction followed by exonuclease treatment was performed to create the SMRT bell template. A Blue Pippin device (Sage Science, Beverly, MA) was used to size select the SMRT bell template and enrich for large fragments \> 10 kb. The size selected library was quality inspected and quantified on an Agilent Bioanalyzer 12 kb DNA Chip and on a Qubit Fluorimeter (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA), respectively.

A ready to sequence SMRT bell-Polymerase Complex was created using the P6 DNA/Polymerase binding kit 2.0 (Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA) according to the manufacturer's instructions.

The Pacific Biosciences RS2 instrument was programmed to load and sequence the sample on 5 SMRT cells (v3.0; Pacific Biosciences, Menlo Park, CA), taking 1 movie of 240 min each per SMRT cell. A MagBead loading (Pacific Bioscience, Menlo Park, CA) method was chosen in order to improve the enrichment of longer fragments.

After the run, a sequencing report was generated for every cell via the SMRT portal, in order to assess the adapter dimer contamination, the sample loading efficiency, the obtained average read-length, and the number of filtered sub-reads.

UB1 de novo genome assembly {#s3-5}
---------------------------

The genome was assembled with Pacific Bioscience's SMRTanalysis software version 2.2.0 and the hierarchical genome-assembly process (HGAP) v3 protocol ([@bib27]) including polishing with Quiver. Default settings were used, except for selecting only reads with a minimum length of 10,000 bp and read quality above 0.8. Assembly and polishing resulted in 25 contigs with an overall length of 20.7 Mb.

Transcriptome assembly {#s3-6}
----------------------

*U. bromivora *UB1 was grown in axenic culture (21°C, 200 rpm, PD medium) in three independent biological replicates to an exponential phase (OD~600 nm~ = 0.8). RNA was extracted using the TRIzol method ([@bib28]) according to the manufacturer's protocol (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Residual DNA was removed with the DNA-*free* Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). The extracted and purified RNA was used for library generation with the NEB Next Ultra RNA Library Prep Kit according to the manufacturer's protocol (cutout size 200--800 bp; New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) and was sequenced with an Illumina HiSeq2000 instrument in paired-end 100 mode. The resulting data was pooled to yield 68M read pairs. The overall quality metrics were verified with fastqc (<http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc>). The pooled reads were then assembled using Trinity (vr20140413p1) using the built-in trimmomatic quality trimming, in-silico read normalization and jaccard clipping procedures ([@bib56]). The resulting transcriptome assembly consisted of 11,918 contigs with an N50 of 3,027 bp.

Prediction of open reading frames and proteome analysis {#s3-7}
-------------------------------------------------------

Primary structural annotation was achieved by mapping the protein sequences of *U. hordei* on the scaffolds using exonerate (v2.2.0) unless the protein sequences could not be mapped ([@bib111]). As a de novo gene predictor, GeneMark-ES version 2 was applied ([@bib121]). In addition, the orthologous protein sequences of *U. maydis*, *S. reilianum* and *U. hordei* were inspected by multi T-Coffee (v8.69) alignments to further validate the gene structure in *U. bromivora* ([@bib94]). As transcriptional evidences, RNA-seq reads were mapped on the genome using tophat2 (v2.0.8). The interval for allowed intron lengths was set to a minimum of 20 nt and a maximum of 1 kb ([@bib79]; [@bib122]). The Trinity assembled RNA reads were mapped as transcripts ([@bib56]). The different gene structures and supporting evidence were displayed in GBrowse ([@bib40]), allowing manual validation and correction of all coding sequences. The final call set comprises 7,233 protein coding genes. In addition, 133 tRNA-encoding genes are predicted using tRNAscan-SE ([@bib87]). The protein coding genes were analyzed and functionally annotated using the PEDANT system ([@bib130]), accessible at <http://pedant.helmholtz-muenchen.de/genomes.jsp?category=fungal>. The genome and annotation were submitted to the European Nucleotide Archive (<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena>) under the study number PRJEB7751.

The predicted protein set was searched for highly conserved single (low) copy genes to assess the completeness of the sequence dataset. Orthologous genes to all 246 single copy genes were identified by BLASTP comparisons (eValue: 10^−3^) against the single-copy families from all 21 species available from the FunyBASE ([@bib2]). Additionally, 247 of 248 core-genes commonly present in higher eukaryotes (CEGs) could be identified by BLASTP comparisons (eValue: 10^−3^) ([@bib97]).

Differential expression and overrepresentation analyses in the transcriptomic dataset {#s3-8}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

For differential expression analysis, RNA from axenic culture of UB1 (see \'Transcriptome assembly\') and from seedlings, 12 days after planting of germinating caryopses that were incubated with spore material for 1 week at 4°C, was isolated using the TRIzol method and DNA was removed with the DNA-*free* Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). After library preparation (cutout size: 200--800 bp; NEB Next Ultra RNA Library Prep Kit; New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) three independent biological replicates were sequenced with an Illumina HiSeq2000 instrument, paired-end 100 bp.

RNA-Seq was quantified against the combined transcriptome extracted from *Brachypodium distachyon* Bd21 (Bdistachyon_283_v2.1) and *Ustilago bromivora* UB1 annotations with kallisto using default parameters ([@bib18]). In our dataset we identified 20 cases, where more than one splicing variant encoded by the same gene was present. In all subsequent analyses, splicing variants were treated and counted as individual genes. Differential expression statistics between axenic and *in planta* samples were computed using the DeSeq2 R package under the assumption that the overall expression level is similar between the two samples ([@bib86]). Transcripts were considered significantly up- or downregulated *in planta*, if the log2fold-change compared to axenic culture was ≥2/≤−2 and the Benjamini-Hochberg ([@bib60]) corrected p-value was ≤0.1. Over-/underrepresentation of individual functional classes of interest (e.g. predicted secreted proteins) among the *in planta* up- and downregulated transcripts was tested by Fisher exact test in the R statistical environment ([@bib31]). Systematic over-/underrepresentation analysis for all functional classes present in the FunCat annotation of the given dataset was conducted with the FunCat workflow ([@bib104]). Expression data were submitted to GeneExpressionOmnibus (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/>) under the accession number GSE87751. A more detailed description of the methodology can be found on Bio-Protocol ([@bib32]).

Bioinformatics analysis: Secreted protein prediction, orthologs, and transposons {#s3-9}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To predict putative secreted proteins, protein sequences were retrieved from the PEDANT 3 Genome Database and analysed for specific features that are associated with secreted proteins. We used SignalP (v4.0) ([@bib98]) to predict the existence of a signal peptide, TMHMM (v2.0c) ([@bib113]; [@bib74]) to predict the existence of transmembrane domains, Phobius (v1.01) ([@bib76]) to detect both signal peptides and transmembrane domains, TargetP (v1.1b) ([@bib45]) to predict the final location of a protein, and ScanProsite ([@bib53]) to detect the presence of the ER retention motif \[KRHQSA\]-\[DENQ\]-E-L. A list of putative secreted proteins was generated that met the criteria of (1) signal peptide predicted by both SignalP and Phobius, (2) fewer than two transmembrane domains predicted by both TMHMM and Phobius, (3) no ER retention motif and (4) not predicted to target the mitochondrion.

Orthologs were detected using OrthoMCL (v2.0.9) using default settings ([@bib50]). OrthoMCL takes a list of proteins as an input and was provided with the full proteomes of *U. maydis*, *U. bromivora*, *U. hordei*, *S. scitamineum*, *S. reilianum*, and *M. pennsylvanicum*. Orthologous proteins from the different genomes are then sorted into groups. OrthoMCL makes use of the MCL algorithm ([@bib46]). Only nuclear genes were used for the prediction of orthologous relationships.

Protein alignments were performed in T-Coffee (v11.00.8cbe486) using the default settings. BLAST searches were performed with the stand-alone BLAST+ suite ([@bib25]) where possible. However, some programs required the older C legacy toolkit. We used RepeatScout ([@bib99]) for the de novo identification of repeat families in combination with the RepBase database ([@bib68]) to detect previously published transposable elements, pseudogenes, and retroviruses. The combined library of de novo and RepBase repeats were used to identify individual repeat elements on the genome using RepeatMasker ([@bib112]). All determined repeat elements were classified using TEclass ([@bib1]) and analyzed for fingerprints of repeat-induced point mutations (RIP) regarding overrepresented dinucleotide frequencies using RIPCAL ([@bib58]).

Fungal phylogeny and prediction of positive selection {#s3-10}
-----------------------------------------------------

5,121 genes were predicted as one-to-one orthologs, that means that there was an ortholog detected in each of the six fungal species and there was only a single copy in each genome. After removal of genes that were unsuitable for the positive selection analysis like genes without one-to-one orthologs or which had more than one predicted transcript in one or more species, 4,947 sequences remained. The ORF sequences were converted to amino acid sequences with T-Coffee (v11.00.8cbe486), aligned and then converted back into nucleotide sequences. These nucleotide alignments were concatenated to form a single alignment which was used as the input for RAxML (v8.1.16) ([@bib115]). The tree was generated using the rapid bootstrapping and best-scoring maximum likelihood tree algorithm, GTRGAMMA nucleotide model and 1000 bootstraps.

The individual alignments and the unrooted species tree were used as inputs for the codeml program from PAML 4.8A. ([@bib132]). Two control files were used, both, allowing two or more dN/dS ratios for branches, checking for positive selection and having an initial omega value of 1. One allowed the omega value to vary while the second kept it constant. The likelihood ratios under the two models were compared for each gene with the formula ΔLRT = 2 × (lnL1 -- lnL0). The resulting value could be assessed using the chi-squared distribution with 1 degree of freedom to determine if the gene was under positive selection or not. Raw p-values were adjusted to take into account the false discovery rate using the qvalue R package (<http://qvalue.princeton.edu/>, <http://github.com/jdstorey/qvalue>) ([@bib119]).

Illumina sequencing of UB2, mapping to UB1, and SNP calling {#s3-11}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Genomic DNA of UB2 was used for library generation (insert size 600--900 bp; NEBNext Ultra DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina; New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA) and sequenced with an Illumina HiSeq2500 instrument in 125 bp paired-end mode. Reads were mapped to the genome of UB1 using CLC Genomics Workbench (v.7.0.3; Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) with the following parameters: mismatch cost = 2, insertion cost = 3, deletion cost = 3, length fraction = 0.5, similarity fraction = 0.8, no global alignment. SNP calling was performed via the quality-based variant detection mode with the following parameters: neighbourhood radius = 4, maximum gap and mismatch count = 2, minimum central quality = 10, non-specific matches, broken pairs and variants in non-specific regions were ignored, minimum coverage = 90, minimum variant frequency = 95%, maximum expected alleles = 2, maximum coverage = 203, sufficient variant count = 85, required variant count = 85. For calling SNPs the presence in both forward and reverse reads was a requirement. Heterozygous SNPs as well as small insertions and deletions were not considered. Moreover, the mitochondrial genome was not included in the analysis.

UB2 de novo genome assembly from Illumina paired-end reads {#s3-12}
----------------------------------------------------------

De novo assembly of the MAT-2 strain UB2 was performed with SOAPdenovo2 ([@bib88]) (127mer version 1.4.10) with kmer lengths ranging from 43 to 115 in steps of 6 with the following parameters: max_rd_len = 120, avg_ins = 470, asm_flags = 3, rd_len_cutoff = 120, rank = 1, pair_num_cutoff = 3, map_len = 32. While assemblies with kmer lengths 73--91 performed good at diverse metrics, kmer 91, at 4,712 bp and 8,160 bp, had the best mean size for both contigs and scaffolds, respectively, and the highest number of contigs larger than 100 kb. The resulting assembly (kmer 91) had a contig and scaffold N50 of 23,058 bp and 113,827 bp. Scaffolds obtained after de novo assembly as well as the raw sequencing reads were submitted to the European Nucleotide Archive (<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ena>) under the study number PRJEB7751.

Spore recovery and sterilisation {#s3-13}
--------------------------------

Infected spikelets were dehusked and ground with a pistil in a 1.5 ml microcentrifuge tube. After the addition of 250 µl water, grinding continued until a black spore suspension was visible. The spore suspension was subjected to CuSO~4~ treatment to kill vegetative fungal cells and bacteria. CuSO~4~ was added to the suspension at a final concentration of 1.5%, solution and spores were incubated for 15 min, and washed 3 times with water to remove all traces of CuSO~4~. CuSO~4~-treated spore material was resuspended either in 500 µl of water supplemented with 100 µg ml^−1^ ampicillin, 50 µg ml^−1 ^tetracycline, and 25 µg ml^−1^ chloramphenicol and plated on PD agarose plates (2.4% PD supplemented with 2% agarose) in serial dilutions for the isolation of haploid progeny or resuspendend in 1 ml of the above-mentioned antibiotic solution and spotted on objective slides for microscopy. A more detailed description of this method can be found on Bio-Protocol ([@bib15]).

WGA, FM4-64, and DAPI staining {#s3-14}
------------------------------

Cell walls of fungal hyphae were stained with the chitin specific Wheat Germ Agglutinin - Alexa Fluor 488 conjugate dye (WGA-AF 488; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Plant membranes were stained with FM4-64 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Staining and confocal laser scanning microscopy was performed as previously described by [@bib39]. For DAPI and WGA staining of germinating spores and sporidia, germinating spores/sporidia were pelleted and fixed by incubating them with acetone for 15 min. Fixation was followed by 10 min incubation with WGA-AF 488 to visualize fungal cell walls and 15 min incubation with 1 µg ml^−1 ^DAPI solution (Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany) to stain nucleic acid. Cell/spore pellets were resuspended in PBS and subjected to confocal laser scanning microscopy. Images were acquired with a LSM780 Axio Observer confocal laser scanning microscope (Zeiss, Jena, Germany). WGA-AF excitation was at 488 nm and detection at 517--552 nm, DAPI excitation at 405 nm and detection at 421--508 nm.

Monitoring of germination by microscopy {#s3-15}
---------------------------------------

CuSO~4~-treated spore suspensions were spotted on objective slides (µm dish 35 mm; IBIDI, Planegg, Germany). After freezing them for 20 min on a metal block to avoid spreading of the liquid, they were covered with a thin (\<2 mm) layer of PD agar or 1.5% water agar, respectively. After a 15--17 hr incubation at 21°C, the picture acquisition was performed with an inverted microscope (Zeiss Axiovert 200 M with 40×/1.3 Plan-Neofluar Oil objective). Picture acquisition occurred every 20 min. Image processing was done with Fiji Imaging software.

Transformation of *U. bromivora* {#s3-16}
--------------------------------

The transformation protocol was adapted from [@bib108] and [@bib54]. *U. bromivora* cells were grown to an OD~600 nm~ of 0.3--0.6. Cells were harvested at 2400 g (10 min, RT), and washed once with Mg^2+^-MES buffer (20 mM MES buffer, pH 5.8, 1 M MgSO~4~). The Pellet was resuspended in 1 ml Mg^2+^-MES buffer containing 10 mg ml^−1^ Glucanex (Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany) and 5 mg ml^−1^ Yatalase (Takara Bio, Saint-Germain-en-Laye, France) and kept on ice. Protoplastation was monitored and stopped by addition of 10 ml ice-cold Mg^2+^-MES buffer when 30--40% of the cells appeared round due to the loss of the cell wall. Cells were washed 3 times (2400 g, 10 min, 4°C) in Mg^2+^-MES and once in STC buffer (STC: 100 mM CaCl~2~, 10 mM Tris-HCL pH 7.5, 0.9 M sorbitol). Protoplastation was followed by PEG-mediated transformation. To this end, 5 µg plasmid DNA and 1 µl 100 mg ml^−1^ Heparin were added to 100 µl protoplasts and incubated for 30 min on ice. 500 µl STC-PEG (40% PEG4000 in STC buffer) were added and mixed by pipetting gently up and down. After 15 min incubation on ice, the mixture was plated on PD regeneration agar plates composed of an lower layer of PD regeneration agar with twice the concentration of antibiotic (2.4% PD, 0.9 M sorbitol, 1.5% agar supplemented with either 4 µg ml^−1^ Carboxin, 200 µg ml^−1^ Geneticin G418, or 200 µg ml^−1^ Hygromycin B) overlaid by an antibiotic-free layer of PD regeneration agar. Colonies were visible after 10 to 14 days. For stable genomic integrations, restriction enzyme mediated transformation was performed according to [@bib23]. In brief, 25 U of the restriction enzyme XbaI and XbaI-linearized p123UB-GFP were added to protoplasts and the aforementioned transformation protocol was followed immediately after addition of enzyme and plasmid.

Plant growth conditions and sexual propagation {#s3-17}
----------------------------------------------

Caryopses of *B. distachyon* accession Bd21 were kindly provided by Phillipe Vain ([@bib125]), caryopses of accession ABR4 by John Vogel. For production of donor material, caryopses of each accession were gas-sterilized and transferred to Ø = 10 cm pots with a 4:1 mixture of standard potting soil (Einheitserde Werkverband e.V., Sinntal-Altengronau, Germany) and perlite (Granuflor, Vechta, Germany). Germination and early plant growth took place in a phyto chamber (Johnson Controls, Milwaukee, WI) under the following conditions: 20 hr light (150 µE), 24°C; 4 hr dark, 18°C; 60% humidity. After 10 days, pots were transferred to a cold room to vernalize plants for 6 weeks at 4°C, 40 µE, 13 hr light period. Pots were then moved back to the phyto chamber to allow plants to flower. Four weeks after anthesis, plants were transferred to the greenhouse for caryopses maturation and drying. Harvested caryopses were stored at 4°C in the dark.

Surface-sterilization of *B. distachyon* caryopses, vernalization, and infection with *U. bromivora* spores and planting {#s3-18}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Caryopses within husks were gas sterilized ([@bib30]). After sterilization, caryopses were moistened with a few ml of sterile water without submerging the caryopses and incubated in the dark at 4°C for 1 week to germinate. The seedlings were then moistened with a spore/water suspension for infection for one additional week at 4°C in the dark. Subsequently the seedlings were potted in a mixture of 3:1:1:1 standard potting soil (Einheitserde Werkverband e.V., Sinntal-Altengronau, Germany): perlite (Granuflor, Vechta, Germany): silica sand (min2C GmbH, Melk, Austria): germination soil (Neuhaus 'Huminsubstrat', Klasmann-Deilmann GmbH, Geeste, Germany), at a depth of \~1 cm, so that the emerged shoot remained exposed to the air and light. After 10 days in the growth chamber (20 hr light (150 µE), 24°C; 4 hr dark, 18°C; 60% humidity) the pots were transferred to 4°C, 40 µE, 13 hr light period for 3 weeks (Bd28) or 6 weeks (ABR4), for vernalization and subsequently returned to the growth chamber. 4--5 weeks later, the infected, spore filled spikelets were visible.

Screen to isolate a compatible mating partner {#s3-19}
---------------------------------------------

*U. bromivora *spore material was surface sterilized and germinated on PD plates (see spore recovery and sterilization). After spore germination, all derived colonies were pooled and used as an inoculum for further proliferation in liquid PD medium for 24 hr to ensure that only strains, which are viable in axenic culture, would grow. These mixtures were used as an infection inoculum of 300 vernalized *B. hybridum* caryopses (Bd28). After six weeks the infected spikelets were harvested, derived spores were surface sterilized and plated on solid PD medium. Colonies derived from single spores were singled out and tested by diagnostic PCR for the presence of *pra2*.

Infection of *B. hybridum* with *U. bromivora* liquid culture {#s3-20}
-------------------------------------------------------------

To infect *B. hybridum* Bd28 with a pair of compatible mating partners, both strains were grown until they reach the exponential phase (OD~600 nm~ = 0.8) and set to an OD~600 nm~ = 2 with H~2~O~dd~. Both strains were mixed in equal amounts. One or two days before inoculation, vernalized *B. hybridum* caryopses were placed to RT to promote germination. Upon inoculation with the fungal mixture, the onset of coleoptiles should be visible. Seedlings were moistened with the fungal mixture and incubated in an appropriate tube, e.g. 2 ml microcentrifuge tube, at 21°C in the dark. After 24 hr incubation, seedlings were potted.

Callus culture generation of Bd28 {#s3-21}
---------------------------------

Mature embryos from dormant caryopses were used for callus culture, plant regeneration, and transformation. In brief, dry dormant caryopses were surface-sterilized for 45 min with 6% NaClO including 0.03% Tween20. After surface-sterilization, caryopses were rinsed five times with sterile tap water. Embryo preparation was carried out in two steps. First, the embryo was cut away from the endosperm. Second, the embryo was cut in a longitudinal direction into two pieces. Forty bisected embryos were transferred to a Ø = 10 cm petri dish with longitudinal wound in direct contact with the callus induction medium (CIM). Callus induction of *B. hybridum* Bd28 took place on CIM (4.3 g l^−1^ MS No.4 (Murashige and Skoog medium modification No. 4; Duchefa Biochemie, Haarlem, The Netherlands), 30 g l^−1^ maltose, 11.1 µM 2,4-D, 2 mM NH~4~NO~3~, 1.9 mM MES-monohydrate, 1x B5 vitamin mixture (Duchefa Biochemie, Haarlem, The Netherlands), 3.5 g l^−1^phytagel (Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany), pH 5.8. Before transformation, bisected embryos were pre-cultured for 6--8 weeks at 24°C without light. Every 14 days, calli were transferred to fresh CIM. Developing roots and shoots were cut away.

*A. tumefaciens*-mediated transformation of *B. hybridum* Bd28 {#s3-22}
--------------------------------------------------------------

*Agrobacterium tumefaciens* strain AGL1 was used for transformation ([@bib81]). The plant transformation vector p6U contains a hygromycin phosphotransferase gene driven by the *Zea mays* ubiquitin promoter to confer hygromycin resistance to transformed plant cells. For *B. hybridum* Bd28 transformation, AGL1 harboring the respective p6U derivative was cultivated at 28°C and 210 rpm in Erlenmeyer flasks containing 10 ml MG/L medium ([@bib67]) supplemented with 100 µg ml^−1^ Carbenicillin, 50 µg ml^−1^ Rifampicin, and 100 µg ml^−1^ Spectinomycin. After 22 hr, 500 µM Acetosyringone (Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany) was added and the p6U-containing AGL1 strain was cultivated for additional 2 hr. For inoculation of pre-cultured *B. hybridum* calli, the *A. tumefaciens* culture was diluted with infection solution (4 g l^−1^ Chu (N6) minerals (Duchefa Biochemie, Haarlem, The Netherlands), 6.75 µM 2,4-D, 36 g l^−1^ glucose, 68.4 g l^−1^ sucrose, 0.7 g l^−1^, 6 mM L-proline, 1x Chu (N6) vitamin mixture (Duchefa Biochemie, Haarlem, The Netherlands), 500 µM Acetosyringone (Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany), pH 5.2) to OD~550 nm~ = 0.8.

6--8 weeks after callus induction, forty calli were transferred into 15 ml tubes and inoculated with *A. tumefaciens* suspension. After 30 min, the *A. tumefaciens* suspension was discarded, calli were transferred to sterile filter paper and dried for 30 min. Calli were then transferred to *Co-culture-medium* (2 g l^−1^ Chu (N6) minerals, 34.2 g l^−1^ sucrose, 2 mM CaCl~2~, 20 µM Dicamba, 25 mM L-proline, 2.3 mM MES-monohydrate, 3.3 mM L-cysteine, 1x B5 vitamin mixture (Duchefa Biochemie, Haarlem, The Netherlands), 500 µM Acetosyringone (Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany), 3.5 g l^−1^ phytagel, pH 5.8) and co-cultivated for 3 days, at 21°C without light. After co-cultivation, calli were transferred to CIM supplemented with 300 mg l^−1^ Timentin (Duchefa Biochemie, Haarlem, The Netherlands) for a 5 days resting phase (counterselection of agrobacteria) at 24°C without light. After the resting phase, calli were transferred to CIM supplemented with 300 mg l^−1^ Timentin and 50 mg l^−1^ Hygromycin B (Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany) for an 8--12 week selection phase at 24°C without light. During that time, calli were transferred to fresh selection medium every two weeks. After these 8--12 weeks of selection, surviving calli were transferred to regeneration medium (K4N) ([@bib75]) including 150 mg l^−1^ Timentin and 25 mg l^−1^ Hygromycin B and cultivated for 8--12 weeks at 25°C with a 16/8 hr (light/dark) photoperiod. Regenerating plantlets from independent calli were transferred to pots with a substrate mixture of 3:1:1:1 Einheitserde:perlite:sand and grown as described previously (see \'Plant growth conditions and sexual propagation). Cyan fluorescent protein peroxisome (eCFP-SKL) Bd28-marker lines were tested by PCR and confocal laser scanning microscopy.
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Kliebenstein

Daniel J

Reviewing editor

University of California, Davis
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United States

In the interests of transparency, eLife includes the editorial decision letter and accompanying author responses. A lightly edited version of the letter sent to the authors after peer review is shown, indicating the most substantive concerns; minor comments are not usually included.

Thank you for submitting your article \"A complete toolset for the study of *Ustilago bromivora* and *Brachypodium* sp. as a fungal-temperate grass pathosystem\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been favorably evaluated by Richard Losick (Senior Editor) and three reviewers, one of whom is a member of our Board of Reviewing Editors. The following individuals involved in review of your submission have agreed to reveal their identity: Matthew Moscou (Reviewer \#2); Guus Bakkeren (Reviewer \#3).

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission.

After intensive reading by several editors and several reviewers, we all noted that there were key discussion points that need to be included in the text as are enumerated in the individual reviews. Additionally, it was felt essential that all genomic sequencing information is deposited in public repositories and cited directly within the manuscript.

Essential revisions:

1\) We would expect that all de novo assemblies be submitted before publication. It would be useful to cite the accession numbers for all of these within the Methods section.

2\) Please comment directly in the manuscript on the following:

A\) What is the \"natural\" host range of Ub?

B\) What is the source of the *U. bromivora* organisms? Collection site, strain \#, year; are these and the *Brachypodium* varieties deposited in / available from public seed / strain banks / collections?

C\) Is there any geographic relationship between the Bd28 line (Australia) and the origin of the Ub isolate? I.e., are there known (geographic) adaptations for certain isolates?

D\) How was it established that there are 23 chromosomes in Ub?

E\) What is the estimated recombination rate for the MAT-2 -- lethal phenotype, or some estimate of recovery of MAT-2 among xx \"events\"? Are the Ub1 and Ub2 isolates now considered \"parental strains\" that allow genetic experimentation? These may be difficult to cross with other (natural) mutations to perform genetics; what\'s the prospect?

*Reviewer \#1:*

This manuscript does a nice job of developing and introducing a new pathosystem for the study of obligate biotrophic pathogens. I have no additional comments beyond the other two reviewers.

*Reviewer \#2:*

Rabe et al. describe the development of a novel fungal-grass pathosystem that includes the description and optimization of the pathogenic lifecycle, a screen of diverse host germplasm, transformation of host and pathogen, and genome sequencing and annotation of the pathogen. In addition, the plant accession utilized is currently being sequenced and characterized by the Joint Genome Institute, part of a larger sequencing initiative for several *Brachypodium* species. The work is comprehensive and experiments were carried out in a rigorous manner. The developed pathosystem looks to be a complementary system to the current maize-*Ustilago maydis* system. While this latter system is excellent in many ways, it lacks in natural variation in resistance within maize. In contrast, the *Brachypodium-U. bromivora* system exhibit natural variation in resistance, which will aid in the identification of effectors that elicit an avirulence response and permit the systematic study of the evolutionary dynamics underlying the interaction of host and pathogen. The manuscript in its present state is quite well organized.

*Reviewer \#3:*

The study by Rabe and Djamei et al. is promoting the introduction of a new pathosystem consisting of a biotrophic fungus *Ustilago bromivora* (Ub) and a monocot, *Brachypodium* species that are both closely related to the well-studied corn basidiomycete smut pathogen *Ustilago maydis* (Um) \[and even closer to the barley-smut, *U. hordei* (Uh)\], and cereals. Though μm has been very well studied, its interaction with corn, a difficult host to study, makes that pathosystem less than ideal. Similarly, the Uh -- barley system, also previously presented as a model small-grain smut/biotroph pathosystem, is not ideal since barley is difficult to manipulate, though better for genetic studies. Interestingly, Ub is shown here to have very similar draw backs as Uh in terms of length for pathogenicity assays (though Uh is easier for infection assays and to make crosses) and lower transformation efficiency; indeed, Ub is very closely related to Uh, as is shown here. Uh actually has an advantage over Ub in that it does not have a haplolethal mutation forcing inbreeding.

Here, the authors form a collaborative group that has sequenced several host *Brachypodium* species genomes, and herewith report on the generation and analysis of the Ub genome. They also present data on genetic transformation protocols for both the pathogen and the host. This study presents a nice, well-written package and this pathosystem may well become a good experimental system to supplement others, though it\'s too early to tell. Although *Brachypodium* is generally considered a good cereal model system, with genome sequences, genetic tools and many mutant lines available or being generated, it is apparently not as easy as claimed to perform genetics on. And shown in this paper, infection assays are still quite technical and take certainly much longer than for Um, or other pathosystems for that matter. I guess, the usefulness will depend on the questions that require answers, or vice versa, what kinds of questions this new pathosystem will allow to be addressed.

Overall, a large amount of experimentation and analysis by many contributors is presented here in a comprehensive and well-performed way; this is no surprise given the experience these authors have with the related organisms.

I have a few issues and questions that I would like addressed:

Sequences, genome etc. do not yet appear in the ENA; I assume this is a pre-requisite for publication?

What is the \"natural\" host range of Ub?

What is the source of the *U. bromivora* organisms? Collection site, strain \#, year; are these and the *Brachypodium* varieties deposited in / available from public seed / strain banks / collections?

Is there any geographic relationship between the Bd28 line (Australia) and the origin of the Ub isolate? I.e., are there known (geographic) adaptations for certain isolates?

Subsection "Differential expression and overrepresentation analyses in the transcriptomic dataset": \"twelve days after potting\" to obtain mixed infection material should be explained better. Later on it becomes clear how spores are added to seedlings, and days after potting refers to the start of infection...?

Subsection "Fungal phylogeny and prediction of positive selection": Please, clarify \"After removal of genes that were unsuitable for the positive selection analysis\".

Subsection "*A. tumefaciens*-mediated transformation of *B. hybridum* Bd28": \"Finally\", what is a typical time period for such transfers before regeneration is started?

Subsection "The genome of U. bromivora", first paragraph: How was it established that there are 23 chromosomes in Ub?

Subsection "The majority of putatively secreted proteins are of unknown function and their transcripts are overrepresented in planta": \"and therefore of unknown function\", double statement with the before.

Subsection "The majority of putative *U. bromivora* effectors are not clustered": since Ub is more related to *U. hordei*, it would make sense to include a (3-way) comparison of this important cluster; this may illustrate some of the evolutionary pressures during speciation, since this cluster harbors effectors important for plant interaction.

What is the estimated recombination rate for the MAT-2 -- lethal phenotype, or some estimate of recovery of MAT-2 among xx \"events\"? Are the Ub1 and Ub2 isolates now considered \"parental strains\" that allow genetic experimentation? These may be difficult to cross with other (natural) mutations to perform genetics; what\'s the prospect?

Was rescue of MAT-2 haploid progeny on various supplemented media attempted? Some *Ustilago* species have a pan-deficiency for example.

Does the genome information of both mating types allow for the identification of the \"lethal\" (mutant?) gene? This may need sequencing of dikaryotic parental teliosore gDNA followed by a comparison to the MAT-2 recombinant progeny? Since there are only about 1300 SNPs, this may be feasible, followed by gene complementation. Some speculation appears at the end of the conclusion section.

A seemingly very low frequency of integrative transformation could be an impediment but may not have a structural basis; in *Ustilago*, a difference of 100-1000-fold is seen between transformation efficiencies with episomal constructs versus integrative ones. Improving transformation efficiencies will likely lead to better integration frequencies as well.

10.7554/eLife.20522.034

Author response

\[...\]

*After intensive reading by several editors and several reviewers, we all noted that there were key discussion points that need to be included in the text as are enumerated in the individual reviews. Additionally, it was felt essential that all genomic sequencing information is deposited in public repositories and cited directly within the manuscript.*

*Essential revisions:*

*1) We would expect that all* de novo *assemblies be submitted before publication. It would be useful to cite the accession numbers for all of these within the Methods section.*

The de-novo assemblies of the UB1 and UB2 as well as the raw sequencing data for UB2 have been submitted to the European Nucleotide Archive under the study number PRJEB7751. The study number has been placed into the respective Methods sections of the manuscript.

Furthermore, the RNAseq data have been submitted to GeneExpressionOmnibus under the accession number GSE87751. The accession number is now also mentioned in the respective Methods section.

*2) Please comment directly in the manuscript on the following:*

*A) What is the \"natural\" host range of Ub?*

In reports about *Ustilago bromivora,* infections have been observed in a broad range of Poaceae species including various *Bromus* and *Brachypodium* species \[1-3\]. In our manuscript we describe spore infections of *U. bromivora* on *Brachypodium distachyon, Brachypodium stacei* as well as on *Brachypodium hybridum* with full completion of the life cycle ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). We assayed also infections of barley (Hordeum vulgare cv. Golden Promise) but could not observe any smut symptoms in the spikelets (unpublished results).

The following sentence has been added to the manuscript:

"The natural host range of *U. bromivora* comprises various species of the genera *Agropyron, Austrofestuca, Brachypodium including B. distachyon, Bromus, Critesion, Elymus, Festuca, Hordeum, Lolium, Sitanion and Trachynia*\[1-3\]. Our experiments can confirm at least three host species, *B. distachyon, B. hybridum* and *B. stacei*."

*B) What is the source of the U. bromivora organisms? Collection site, strain \#, year; are these and the Brachypodium varieties deposited in / available from public seed / strain banks / collections?*

Beside the previous reference in the Introduction: \"...that the *U. maydis*-relative *U. bromivora* can infect *Brachypodium* sp....\[4\].\"

We added the following statement to the Methods part of the paper:

"The *Ustilago bromivora* spore material used in this study was obtained from Thierry Marcel and originated from spontaneous repetitive infections which occurred in a greenhouse at INRA UMR BIOGER, Avenue Lucien Brétignières BP01, 78850 Thiverval-Grignon, France \[5\]."

*C) Is there any geographic relationship between the Bd28 line (Australia) and the origin of the Ub isolate? I.e., are there known (geographic) adaptations for certain isolates?*

We do not know about any geographic adaptations of *U. bromivora* but concerning our infection assays we can state that *U. bromivora* spore infections were successful on *Brachypodium* sp. accessions originating from Asia, Africa, Australia, Europe and South America. This is also listed in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and we added the following:

"The finding that susceptible host plant accessions originate from Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia as well as South America ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) underlines that *Ustilago bromivora* is considered as a cosmopolite \[6\]."

*D) How was it established that there are 23 chromosomes in Ub?*

The assembled contigs were compared with the synthetic chromosomes of *Ustilago hordei* which had been previously confirmed in number by optical mapping \[7\]. Since the *U. bromivora* contigs showed synteny with the *U. hordei* chromosomes, they were numbered as chromosome 1-23. This has been now further stated in the first paragraph of the subsection "The genome of *U. bromivora*".

*E) What is the estimated recombination rate for the MAT-2 -- lethal phenotype, or some estimate of recovery of MAT-2 among xx \"events\"?*

This cannot be estimated from the experimental data obtained as in a first step of the screen for a compatible MAT-2 strain, thousands of tetrads grown on plate were pooled for an infection assay. This pooled assay enriched for MAT-2 strains that were viable on plate. From the derived infected plants, spores were plated in a second round on plates and screened by PCR for viable MAT-2 strains.

The screen has been described in the subsection "Isolation of a haplo-viable *U. bromivora* MAT-2 strain" and in the subsection "Screen to isolate a compatible mating partner".

*Are the Ub1 and Ub2 isolates now considered \"parental strains\" that allow genetic experimentation?*

UB1 and UB2 are not derived from the same spore tetrad -- nevertheless they can mate and generate viable progeny. This we exemplified by crossing a transgenic UB1 GFP expressing strain with UB2. One can do genetic experimentation with the two strains and also use them for infection assays. See [Figure 5---figure supplement 2](#fig5s2){ref-type="fig"}. Please see also our clarification in the subsection "Isolation of a haplo-viable *U. bromivora* MAT-2 strain".

*These may be difficult to cross with other (natural) mutations to perform genetics; what\'s the prospect?*

We do not see any general constrains why the obtained UB1 and UB2 strains should not cross with other compatible *Ustilago bromivora* isolates that are obtained independently.

Reviewer \#3:

\[...\]

*Here, the authors form a collaborative group that has sequenced several host Brachypodium species genomes, and herewith report on the generation and analysis of the Ub genome. They also present data on genetic transformation protocols for both the pathogen and the host. This study presents a nice, well-written package and this pathosystem may well become a good experimental system to supplement others, though it\'s too early to tell. Although Brachypodium is generally considered a good cereal model system, with genome sequences, genetic tools and many mutant lines available or being generated, it is apparently not as easy as claimed to perform genetics on. And shown in this paper, infection assays are still quite technical and take certainly much longer than for Um, or other pathosystems for that matter. I guess, the usefulness will depend on the questions that require answers, or vice versa, what kinds of questions this new pathosystem will allow to be addressed.*

*Overall, a large amount of experimentation and analysis by many contributors is presented here in a comprehensive and well-performed way; this is no surprise given the experience these authors have with the related organisms.*

*I have a few issues and questions that I would like addressed:*

*Sequences, genome etc. do not yet appear in the ENA; I assume this is a pre-requisite for publication?*

We agree and all de novo assemblies have been submitted and identifiers have been listed in the Methods part (see above).

*What is the \"natural\" host range of Ub?*

Please see our response above.

*What is the source of the U. bromivora organisms? Collection site, strain \#, year; are these and the Brachypodium varieties deposited in / available from public seed / strain banks / collections?*

*Is there any geographic relationship between the Bd28 line (Australia) and the origin of the Ub isolate? I.e., are there known (geographic) adaptations for certain isolates?*

Please see our response above.

*Subsection "Differential expression and overrepresentation analyses in the transcriptomic dataset": \"twelve days after potting\" to obtain mixed infection material should be explained better. Later on it becomes clear how spores are added to seedlings, and days after potting refers to the start of infection...?*

It has been modified for better understanding. See the first paragraph of the subsection "Differential expression and overrepresentation analyses in the transcriptomic dataset".

*Subsection "Fungal phylogeny and prediction of positive selection": Please, clarify \"After removal of genes that were unsuitable for the positive selection analysis\".*

The genes that were removed fell into 2 categories:

1\) Not one-to-one orthologs;

2\) Had more than one predicted transcript in one or more species.

The text has been modified accordingly -- see the last paragraph of the subsection "Fungal phylogeny and prediction of positive selection".

*Subsection "A. tumefaciens-mediated transformation of B. hybridum Bd28": \"Finally\", what is a typical time period for such transfers before regeneration is started?*

Typically, the time period for selection is 8 to 12 weeks followed by a regeneration phase of 8 to 12 weeks. Depending on the construct used for transformation these time periods can vary slightly. Therefore, we give an approximate number.

*Subsection "The genome of U. bromivora", first paragraph: How was it established that there are 23 chromosomes in Ub?*

Please see our response above.

*Subsection "The majority of putatively secreted proteins are of unknown function and their transcripts are overrepresented in planta": \"and therefore of unknown function\", double statement with the before.*

Thanks -- the double statement has been removed.

*Subsection "The majority of putative U. bromivora effectors are not clustered": since Ub is more related to U. hordei, it would make sense to include a (3-way) comparison of this important cluster; this may illustrate some of the evolutionary pressures during speciation, since this cluster harbors effectors important for plant interaction.*

We performed such a 3-way comparison of this effector cluster including now *U. hordei* and modified the text accordingly (subsection "The majority of putative *U. bromivora* effectors are not clustered").

*What is the estimated recombination rate for the MAT-2 -- lethal phenotype, or some estimate of recovery of MAT-2 among xx \"events\"? Are the Ub1 and Ub2 isolates now considered \"parental strains\" that allow genetic experimentation? These may be difficult to cross with other (natural) mutations to perform genetics; what\'s the prospect?*

Please see our responses above.

*Was rescue of MAT-2 haploid progeny on various supplemented media attempted? Some Ustilago species have a pan-deficiency for example.*

We attempted the rescue of MAT-2 haploid progeny on complete media that should contain all required nutrients in sufficient quantity. Moreover, we tested rescue of the second mating partner on complete medium supplemented with excess of proline, since a mating type bias due to proline-deficiency was reported for *Ustilago nuda*\[8\]. However, even by adding proline no MAT-2 strain could be obtained.

*Does the genome information of both mating types allow for the identification of the \"lethal\" (mutant?) gene? This may need sequencing of dikaryotic parental teliosore gDNA followed by a comparison to the MAT-2 recombinant progeny? Since there are only about 1300 SNPs, this may be feasible, followed by gene complementation. Some speculation appears at the end of the conclusion section.*

The identification of the genetic cause for the haplo-lethal phenotype of MAT-2 strains will be part of future research. So far we could not identify a specific SNP or allele responsible for this phenotype.

*A seemingly very low frequency of integrative transformation could be an impediment but may not have a structural basis; in Ustilago, a difference of 100-1000-fold is seen between transformation efficiencies with episomal constructs versus integrative ones. Improving transformation efficiencies will likely lead to better integration frequencies as well.*

We hope as well and work still on improvements for the transformation.
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